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1. Introduction

An integral on a locally compact Hausdorff semigroup 5 is a non-trivial,
positive, linear functional p on the space & of continuous real-valued
functions on S with compact supports. If S has the property:

(A) for each pair of compact sets C, D of S, the set

CD*1 = {x; xeS and xy eC for some y BD)

= U Or1

is compact; then, whenever / e J*" and aeS, the function /„, defined by

fa(x)=f{xa)

is also in &'. An integral p on a locally compact semigroup S with the
property (A) is said to be right invariant if

Mf) = Mfa)
for all / e & and all a e S.

It is shown (5.1) that if S is a separable, metric, locally compact semi-
group with the properties: (A),

(B) for each pair of compact sets C, D of 5, the set

D~lC = {x;xeS and yxeC for some yeD)

veD
is compact;

(C) S has a left ideal K that is contained in every other left ideal;
then 5 admits a right invariant integral.

One of the results of W. G. Rosen [6] is that a necessary and sufficient
condition for a compact, Hausdorff semigroup to admit a right invariant
integral is the existence of a unique minimal left ideal. Since compact metric
semigroups automatically satisfy conditions (A) and (B), the above theorem
(except for the restriction to separable metric semigroups) is a generalisation
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of the sufficiency part of Rosen's result to locally compact semigroups.
However, the proof is not a generalisation, because I have to assume that
the semigroup is not compact. It is not known whether the condition fA),
(B) and (C) are necessary.

It will frequently be necessary to assume that the semigroups under
consideration have one or both of the properties (A) and (B). Whenever
this is so, it will always be stated.

2. Some preliminary theorems

In this section some of the properties of the inverse image Ax"1 are
investigated. Some results, that are needed later, are obtained. It is assumed
throughout 2, that S is a locally compact Hausdorff semigroup with the
property (A).

THEOREM 2.1. / / F is a closed subset of S and C is compact, then FC
is closed.

PROOF. Let y be a point of accumulation of FC. Let D be a compact
neighbourhood of y. Since

(FC) nDC{F n (DC~l)}C,

y is a point of accumulation of the compact set {F n (DC'^C, so that
yeFC.

LEMMA 2.2. If F is a closed subset of S, C is a compact subset and b is
an element of S such that Fb does not intersect C, then there exists an open
neighbourhood U of b such that FU does not intersect C.

PROOF, (i) Assume first of all that F is compact. For each point £
of F, Ijb <fc C, hence we can let P(k), Q(£) be open neighbourhoods of | , b
respectively, such that

Since F is compact, there exists a finite number | 1 ( • • •, £„ of f's so that

Put

Then FUCS~C.
(ii) Now let F be an arbitrary closed set. Let D be a compact neigh-

bourhood of b and put E = CD~X. By (i), there exists an open neighbour-
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[3] Right invariant integrals on locally compact semigroups 275

hood U of b such that UCD and (E n F)U does not intersect C. But
(F ~ E)U does not intersect C, hence FU does not intersect C.

THEOREM 2.3. If C is a compact subset of S, a eS and U is an open set
containing Ca~l, then there exist open sets V, W containing C, a respectively,
and such that VW'1 C U.

PROOF. By 2.2, there exists a compact neighbourhood D of a such
that (S~U)D does not intersect C. By 2.1, (S~U)D is closed, hence
there is an open set V containing C and not intersecting (S <~ U)D. Put
W = Int (Z>).

Let f be an arbitrary element of VW~l. There is a f e W with ff e V.
If£$U, then £eS~U, hence If e ( S ~ £/)!>, so that f f # F; a contradic-
tion. Thus VW^CU.

THEOREM 2.4. Let S also have the property (B) and suppose that S is
not compact. Then, for every compact subset C of S, there exist elements x, y
of S such that Cx~l, Cy~x are disjoint.

PROOF. Suppose that C is a compact subset of S with Cx~x intersecting
Cy-1 for all x, y eS. Let a eS and put D = Car1. Then D is compact and
Cx-1 intersects D for all x e S. Hence x e D-1 C for all x e S, so that S C D-1 C,
from which it follows that S is compact; a contradiction.

3. The construction of a special metric

In this section a separable, metrizable, locally compact semigroup S
with the property (B) is considered. It is shown (3.3), that there exists
a metric d for S such that

(1) d(xz, yz) ^ d(x, y)

for all x, y, z e S. In the special case where S is a group the existence of the
inverse z'1 implies equality in (1), a well-known result (cf. [1, 3 and 5]).

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a locally compact metric space. The one point
compactification of X is metrizable if and only if X is separable. (This answers
Advanced Problem 5058, American Mathematical Monthly 69 (Dec. 1962),
1012.)

PROOF. Since every compact metric space is separable, the "only if"
part of the theorem is trivial. Assume X is separable and denote its one
point compactification by X'. There exists an increasing sequence {Cr}
of compact subsets of X such that

X = lim inf (Cr).
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Hence there exists a countable system of neighbourhoods of oo in X'.
Then X' has a countable base for its topology. Since X' is Tt and regular,
then by [4, Theorem 17, p. 125] X' is metrizable.

THEOREM 3.2. / / S has a metric p for its topology such that: for
every e > 0, there exists a compact subset C of S with p(x, y) < s for all
x, y eS ~ C, then there exists a metric d for S such that

d(xz, yz) g d(x, y)
for all x, y, z e S.

PROOF. It can be assumed that /> is bounded because otherwise it
could be replaced by px(x, y) = p(x, y)l{l-\-p(x, y)}. Define

di(z, y) = sup p[xw, yw).
weS

Then
di{*. V) = *i{y. *)
dx{x,y) ^dx(x,u)+dx{u,y)

and
dx(xz, yz) = sup p(xzw, yzw)

weS
= sup p{xzw, yzw) g dt(x, y).

zmezS

Now define

d(x, y) = max {p{x, y), dx(x, y)}.

Then d satisfies the triangle inequality, d(x, y) = d(y, x) and

d(xz, yz) = max {p{xz, yz), dx(xz, yz)}

Obviously, d(x, y) 3: p(x, y). Thus d is a metric. It remains to prove that
d generates the topology of S.

Take e > 0. Let C be a compact subset of S such that

(1) P(x, y) < e

for all x, y e S ~ C. Let x' be an arbitrary point of S. Let D be a compact
neighbourhood of *'. Then D^C is a compact subset of S, henc° D x (D~1C)
is compact. Therefore, the function

f(x, w) = xw

is uniformly continuous on D x (D^C) (with respect to p), hence there
exists an r) > 0 and such that

(2) p(xw, x'w) < e
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[5] Right invariant integrals on locally compact semigroups 277

for all xeD with p(x, x') < rj and all w e D ^ C . Let 6 > 0 be smaller
than q, e and such that the set

U = {x; x e S and p(x, x') < 6}

is contained in D. Let x be an arbitrary point of U and w be an arbitrary
point of S. If neither of xw, x'w is in C, then by (1), p(xw, x'w) < B. If
one or both of xw, x'w is in C, then u> 6 D~XC, so that by (2), p(xw, x'w) < £.
Thus dx(x, x') < s for all x e S with p(*, a;') < 5 and since d < s, d(x, x') < s
for all x e S with p{x, x') < d. Thus d generates the topology of 5.

THEOREM 3.3. There exists a metric d for S such that

d(xz, yz) g d(x, y)
for all x,y,z e S.

PROOF. Let X be the one point compactification of S (X is a topological
space, not a semigroup). By 3.1, there exists a metric />, generating the
topology of X. For each e > 0, there exists a compact subset C of S such
that p(x, oo) < \e for all x e 5 ~ C. Then p(x, y) < e for all x, y e S ~ C.

Thus the restriction of p to S x S is a metric for S satisfying the
hypotheses of 3.2, hence there is a metric d for S such that d(xz, yz) ^ d(x, y)
for all x,y,zeS.

4. The existence of a right invariant Integral on a left simple
semigroup

Throughout 4, S will be a separable metrizable locally compact semi-
group with the properties (A) and (B). I t is assumed that S is not
compact and that Sx = S for all x e S. It is shown (4.13) that there exists
a right invariant integral for S. In 5, the condition Sx = S will be replaced
by the minimal ideal condition, described in the introduction. The as-
sumption that 5 is not compact is justified because of Rosen's proof of the
existence of a right invariant integral for a compact semigroup satisfying
a minimal ideal condition.

Denote by # the collection of all non-empty compact subsets of S.
Let <5 denote the collection of all finite sequences of members of # . (For
each sequence £f = Sx, • • •, S, of <S, repetitions are allowed among the
S/s. Sequences with no terms are not admitted; i.e. it is required that
s ^ 1.) If 01, Sf e © and 3t = Rlt • • -, Rr, Sf = S1( • • •, S,, then
denotes the sequence Rx,---,Rt, Sx, • • •, S,.

A relation I- is defined on <3 as follows. We let

Rx, - • ',RTY Sx,.. ., S,,

if there exist elements xlt • • •, xT, yx, • • •, y, e S such that
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and S1y~1, • • •, S.yJ1 are mutually disjoint. Clearly, this relation does not
depend on the order in which the 22,'s are written or the S/s are written.

THEOREM 4.1. / / &Y & and 3t V y, then 9»&.

P R O O F . L e t 0> = Px, • • ; PP, 2. = Qlt • • ; Qa, & = R l t - - ; Rr a n d

Sf = S j , • • •, S,. Let «,, v,, xk, yteS be such that

with the terms on the right mutually disjoint and

U R.xt1 D U Sit/71

with the terms on the right mutually disjoint. Let C be a compact set
containing QjVj1, S,y7* for all / , I. By 2.4, there exist elements a, beS
such that Car1 does not intersect C6"1. Then

hence (^(ai^)"1 and S , ^ , ) " 1 are disjoint for all /, /. Since

u pt(aut)-* = u (p^r1)^-13 u (^«71)«-1

<=1 i -1 i - 1

= u QA™,)-1

and similarly

U Rk(bxk)-i D U S.fAy,)-1.
*=i *=i

if follows immediately that &0t Y 2.ST.

THEOREM 4.2. 31 V 3t.

PROOF, (i) When & has a single term C, then since Cx~l D Cx~x for
any x e S, the theorem is trivial in this case.

(ii) When 31 = R1, • • -, Rr, with r > 1, then by (i), Rt f- i?, for all *,
hence by 4.1 Rlt • • •, Rr I- i?,, • • -, RT.

We now define a relation > on @ as follows: we put

if there exists a ^" e © such that
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Clearly, if 0tx, Sfx are rearrangements of 01 and Sf, then ^ > Sf if, and
only if, 0tx> Sfx.

By 4.2, ^ > Si.

THEOREM 4.3. / / Mh Sf, then 0t> Sf.

PROOF. Let 01 V Sf and let & e <S.
By 4.1 and 4.2, ^ » H <S^ so that ^ > Sf.

THEOREM 4.4. The relation > is transitive.

PROOF. Let 01 > Sf and Sf>F. Take ^", J such that ^ V Sf0> and
. By 4.1, 0t0>Sf£ h Sf0*y£, hence 0l0>Sf£ YV0»Sf£, so that

THEOREM 4.5. If 0* > 2 and 0l> &, then 0*01 >
PROOF. Let si, @ be such that 0>st V Mstf and 0t@ V Sf@. By 4.1,

h SstSf®, hence ^tf® V SSfst®, so that 0>0t > £Sf.

THEOREM 4.6. If 0*31 > £0t, then 0* > SI.

PROOF. Let S be such that 0>0tSf V £&Sf.
Then 0* > St.

THEOREM 4.7. / / 0>0t > %Sf and Sf > 01, then 0> > 2.

PROOF. By 4.5, 0*01SP > £Sf0l, hence 0*0lSf > £0tSf, so that by
4.6, 0* > J.

LEMMA 4.8. There do not exist compact sets Cl, • • •, CP and elements
xl,---,xP of S such that C^1, • • •, Cvx~l are mutually disjoint and
Uf-i Ci^t1 w properly contained in U?=iQ-

PROOF. Suppose such sets Ct do exist. Let d be a metric for S such
that d(xz, yz) <J d{x, y) for all x, y, z e S. For each d > 0 and each compact
subset D of S, let /*,(£>) denote the minimum number of sets with diameter
less than 6 that are required to cover D.

Let ri > 0 be such that C.SJT1, C^XJ1 have a distance > t] for all t ^ /
and there is a point of (Jf=1 C< with distance greater than r\ from every
Ctx?. Let

? = M U C«)
t-i

and let Alt- • -,AQ be sets with diameters less than r\ covering Uf - iQ .
There is at least one A, not intersecting U?=i C&l1- Also, no Af intersects
more than one CfXj1. Let Sli be the collection consisting of all the .4/s
intersecting Qa^1- Put
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Then, the collection

m = u set

covers (Jf=-i Q an<i & contains fewer than q sets. Since d(xz, yz) gjj d(x, y)
for all x,y,z e S, the diameter of each set in 3S is less than r/. Thus
/*»(U£-i C<) < ?<" a contradiction.

THEOREM 4.9. / / C elf, we never have 31 > 9tC.

PROOF. Suppose 0t> 9tC and let 0> be such that 9t9 V 3t0>C. Let
^ ^ = i?1( • • •, Rr and let xx, • • •, xr, ylt • • •, yr, y eS be such that

U RtXT1 DCy-^U RiVT1

and the sets on the right are mutually disjoint. For each i, let ut e S be
such that u{xt — yt. Put St = RiXj1. Then each St is compact and S^w"1 =
(RfXj1)^1 = RiyJ1. Thus, the sets SiUj1 are mutually disjoint and their
union is properly contained in U<=i"S<- This contradicts 4.8.

THEOREM 4.10. Let 3) be a countable, infinite collection of non-empty
compact subsets of S.

There exists a non-negative, non-trivial real-valued function k on &
such that for all sequences St = Rlt • • ; RT, Sf = Slt • • •, S, in 2 with
@ > £f, it is always true that

(1)

and

PROOF. Let

put

Define A(CX) = 1.
In order to define A(Cn+1) we suppose that A has already been defined

on @n in such a way that (1) is satisfied, whenever St > SP and Rt, Rti
for all *, /. Put

a = sup y"1

the supremum being taken over all

where ^ ^ 0, q ^ 1, / 2s 1, CB+1 is repeated q times and £ o
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Let

the infimum being taken over all

Ei, • • •» Ev > Flt • • •, Ft, Cn+1, • •', Cn+1,

where ^ 1, t ^. 0, q <z 1, Cn+1 is repeated q times and Eit Ff e 2n. If
there do not exist any such sets Eit Ff, put j3 = a. Now jS 2g a, because if

Ei, • •', Ep> Flt • • -, Fu Cn+1, • • •, Cn+1

gives an approximation for $, while

E\,""'. Ep,, Cn+1, • •', Cn+1 > Flt • • •, Ff

gives an approximation for a (Cn+1 being repeated q' times), then, denoting
the sequence of E{'s by $, F/s by &', etc. and a sequence of k C,+1's by
^k, one has by 4.5

where £ is repeated q' times and SP q' times. Similarly

where &' is repeated q times and y q times. Hence by 4.5 and 4.6

therefore

so that P^a.
Now define A(CB+1) = a. It remains to prove that (1) is satisfied,

whenever 31 > Sf and R{, Rse Dn+1 for all *, /. If & and £f consist entirely
of CB+i's, then by 4.9, r 2> s and (1) is trivially satisfied. If 3t consists
entirely of Cn+1's but S? does not, then by 4.9, 0t has more CB+1's than
{?; by a repeated application of 4.6, one can remove all the CB+1's from SP
and an equal number from 0t; (1) now follows from A(CB+1) = a. If Sf
consists entirely of Cn+l's but 31 does not, one can assume that the number
of Cn+l's in £f is greater than the number in &, because otherwise (1) is
trivially true; all the Cn+1's can now be removed from P̂ and an equal
number from Sf; (1) now follows from A(CB+1) 5̂  ft. If neither St nor SP
consists entirely of Cn+i's, one can remove an equal number of CB+1's
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from each until one of them has no Cn+l's; (1) then follows from
a = HCn+1) ^ ft.

This completes the proof.

LEMMA 4.11. If A is a countable subset of S and 3> is a countable collection
of compact subsets of S, then there exists a countable collection !F of compact
sets such that

(i) 2 C &,
(ii) for every C e IF and every aeA, Ca~x e &, and
(iii) for all C, D e &, C KJ D e IF and C n D e .F.

PROOF. Define a string to be a finite sequence Plt • • •, Pn of symbols
such that each Pt is either a member of 3), a symbol a"1, where aeA,
or one of the symbols VJ, n, (, ). A string & will be called a word if there
exists a finite sequence

of strings such that (i) &x consists of a member of 3 and (ii) for each i > 1,
&i is either a member of 9) or has one of the forms

®a~\ (&t) u [Sf), (01) n (ST),

where aeA and 0t, !? are strings that precede ^,- in the sequence

Let IF consist of all (compact) subsets of S that correspond to words.
Since the number of words is countable, ^" is countable. ^* evidently has
the required properties.

THEOREM 4.12. / / A is a countable dense subset of S, then there exists
a non-trivial regular Borel measure n on S such that

n(Ba-i) = fi(B)

for every Borel set B of S and every aeA (ft is a Borel measure in the sense
of Halmos [2, p. 223]. /J.(C) is therefore finite for every compact set C.)

PROOF. Let S be a countable collection of compact subsets of S whose
interiors form a base for the topology of S. Since S is not compact & is
infinite. By 4.11, there exists a countable collection IF of compact subsets
of S such that (i) gQ&\ (ii) for every C e / and aeA, Ca'1 e&; and
(iii) for all C.DeP, C u £> e J5" and C nDe^. Put ^ = J5" ~ {<f>}.

By 4.10, there exists a non-negative non-trivial real-valued function
X on ^ ! such that for all sequences

Rlt • • •, RT > Slt' • •, S,

with Rt, Rie^r
1 it is always true that
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•»1 3-1

Extend A to & by putting A(<£) = 0. By (1)

(2) X(Ca->) = X(C)

for all C e / and all a eA.
For each subset A of S, define

(3) ti(A) = mi1MDr),
r

where the infimum is taken over all (finite or infinite) sequences Dlt D2, • • •
of members of & such that A C \Jr Int {Dr). Then 0 <; p(C) < oo for every
compact set C and û(C) ^ A(C) for all C elF, hence u is not trivial. If
Alt A2, • • • is a sequence of subsets of S, then clearly

If AC B, then evidently w(̂ 4) 2a f-(B). li A, B have a positive distance
and p(A u B) < co, then take e > 0 and members Dj, D2, • • • of IF such
that ^ <J B C (Jr Int (Dr) and 2r ^Pr) < t*(A *-> B)+e; for each r, let
.Er, F r be disjoint members of !F such that A n DrC Int (£r) and
Br\DrC Int (Fr); then DrnEr, Drn Fre & and J C (Jr Int (Dr n Er),
BC\Jr Int (DP n Fr), so that since Z)r > Dr n £ r , Z)r n F r and A(Z>r) ^
X(Dr n Er)+X(Dr n Fr), ^ u B ) + e > ^ A(Dr n £ r )+ £ r A(£>f n Fr) ^

Since /u(4 u B) is trivially 5: ,w(^l)+ytt(5) when /ijjl u S) = oo, we
have shown that, for all A, B with a positive distance, fi{A u B) =
/i(^4)+/«(jB). Thus we have shown that,« is a Carathe'odory outer measure
[7, Chapter II]. Hence its restriction to the Borel sets is a Borel measure.
It follows immediately from (3), that p is regular.

It remains only to prove that

(4) ,,(&»-!) = fi(B)

for every Borel set B and every as A.
To prove (4), suppose first of all that B is compact. Observe that for

each compact set C

u(C) = inf A(D),

where the infimum is taken over all D e F such that C C Int (D). Take
e > 0 and let DeF be such that BCInt (D) and X{D) < /i(B)+e.
Then Bw1 C {Int (D)}^1 C Int (Da'1), hence (i(Bw1) ^ A^a"1) = A(£>) <
{i(B)+e, so that
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(5) (i(Ba~i) 52 p{B).

To prove the inequality opposite to (5), take e > 0 and let E e 3? be
such that Ba-1 C Int (£) and X(E) < ^(Ba-^+e. Put V = Int (£).
The set (S~V)a does not intersect B and, by 2.1, is closed. Let G e&
be such that B C Int (G) and G does not intersect (S ~ F)«. Then
Gfl-1 C Int (£), hence ^ ( f t r ^ + e > X{Ga~i) = ;i(G) ^ (i(B). Thus

(6) ^(Ba-1) ^ fi{B)

(4) now follows from (5) and (6), when B is compact. When B is not com-
pact, then, since fi is regular, fi{B) can be approximated by /i(C), where
C is a compact set contained in B. Then Car1 C Bar1, so that (since

But we can also approximate pljiar1) by n(C), where C is a compact
set contained in Bar1. Then û(C) Sa /*{(C«)a-1} and, since CaC B and

, it follows that

Thus (4) is true for an arbitrary Borel set.

THEOREM 4.13. There exists a right invariant integral v on S.

PROOF. Let A be a countable dense subset of 5. By 4.12, there exists
a non-trivial regular Borel measure /i on 5 such that

for every Borel set B and every a eA.
Let & denote the linear space of all real-valued continuous functions

on S with compact supports. For each / e ^ , define

"(/) =

Then v is a positive, non-trivial Radon measure and for all a eA,

»(/.) = "(/)•

where fa(x) = f(xa).
It remains to prove that

(1) r(ft) = "(/)

for all | e S and / e ^ .
To prove (1), let p be a metric for S such that p(zx, zy) ^ p(x, y) for

all x, y, z G S. (The existence of such a metric follows from 3.3). Take e > 0.
Let E = spt / and C be a compact set with E contained in its interior.
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By 2.3, there exists a 8X > 0 and such that

(2) Ex-1 C Cf-1

for all x e S with p(x, f) < 8t. Let g be a continuous non-negative function
with compact support and such that g(x) = 1 for all x e Cf-1. Since / is
uniformly continuous, there exists a 8 such that 0 < 8 < dl and

for all i . s c ' eS with />(:», a;') < 8. Let a e i b e such that p(a, f) < 5. Then,
since p(xa, xl-) ^ />(«, f) < 5 for all x e S, we have

•>T»{g) ^ e ,
where

But it follows from (2) that the supports of /j and /a are both contained
in Cl-~l, hence

VS ^ \ta~h\
so that

Thus v(/{) = »(/).

5. The main theorem

In this section we prove our main result concerning the existence of a
right invariant integral.

THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a separable, metrizable, locally compact semi-
group, with the properties (A) and (B) and possessing a left ideal K that is
contained in every other left ideal.

Then S admits a non-trivial right-invariant integral.

PROOF. If S is compact, then K is a unique, mimimal left ideal; hence,
by Rosen's theorem, S admits a non-trivial right-invariant integral. We can
assume therefore, that S is not compact.

K is certainly a semigroup and it has the properties

(1) KxDK

for all x e S and

(2) Kx=K

for all x e K. Since Sx = K when xeK, it follows from 2.1 that K is a
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closed subset of S. Then K (regarded as a metric semigroup) is locally
compact and separable and it has the properties (A) and (B). Consequently,
by 4.13, there is a right-invariant integral v for K. Let IF denote the linear
space of all real-valued continuous functions on S with compact supports.
For each / e !F, let /* denote the restriction of / to K and define

Pit) = "(/*)•
Then ft is a positive Radon measure. Since, to every function g on K with
compact support, there corresponds an / e & with /* = g, it follows that
/i is non-trivial. It remains to prove that

(3) Pitt) = Pit)

for all | e S and / e &.
When f e K, it is sufficient for the proof of (3) to show that

(4) (h)* = (f*h,

because 4.13 shows that v{(f*)t} = *(/*).
Now, for all x e K

so that (4) is true. When £$K, let J? be an element of K; then, since iff D K,
there exists an element f of K with CS = *]', hence

pit) = M/,) = PiUth) = p(h

so that (1) is also true when
Thus n is a right-invariant integral.
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